
Spirit Leading and the Maturity of Sonship

In a previous teaching1 I outlined a more mature way that sons are led by the Spirit. The reason for the
article was to correct the wide-held view that being Spirit-led means the Spirit compels us to do things like
he did to the OT prophets. That’s not the case under the NC where we are Father’s sons, not his slaves or
servants under the Law (Torah).

As we move past this OT level of operation, how are we to be led by the Spirit, especially as we mature and
come into the time of ‘The Manifestation of the Sons of God’?

This is no longer a mystery because we’ve already been advised on how this is to happen and many are
already operating in this new paradigm. To frame the paradigm succinctly, it’s how we are to operate as
genuine planet managers.

To do this renewed task we are being led into, we must align with Father’s plans and what he’s doing right
now. If we don’t, we’ll live in the past and won’t be able to move into this new regime that’s opening up for
us.

Mike Parson describes this as : “A shattering new move of God!” He writes from what Father has showed
him:

“I just gazed with amazement at…all the possible creative choices I could make. My first reaction was
which one do I choose? (Fear based mind-set). I immediately felt that fear just melt away as I realised
that these were all good and acceptable choices because I was walking with the Father as a son. These
were not  the DIY tree independent  choices  but an expression of my sonship and co-heirship.  I  saw
creative possibilities springing from my mind that were all  good and all  led to positive outcomes. I
yielded and surrendered all that can be to flow from who I am in him, a son of God. We have the mind of
Christ to create reality – truth.” 2

There are radical shifts coming that are beyond our understanding.3 These will be wonderful and they’ll
show us  that  ‘same-old,  same-old’ is  not  the  case  and that  we’ve  limited  ourselves  to  normalcy.4 NO
MORE!

To get ready for this shift, we need to start to do things as sons in partnership with Father so we can free
ourselves from fear5 and ineffectiveness. Of course we’ll make mistakes, but that’s OK. We can’t learn by
practice unless we step out in faith, and that will mean we will make mistakes, initially. Father’s not worried
about that. He’s more concerned about our heart, our stepping out in faith6 and our conquest of fear.

• VIDEO: “A Shattering New Move of God!” (Mike Parsons)  [11:25-30:00+]
             www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFgCL02vP18 
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)
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